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Designconnected Plovdiv Bulgaria designconnected.com Design, 3D models

Our Mission
To provide interior design and archviz professionals with highest quality 3d models to 
easily create photo-realistic CG presentations. We exist to empower everyone to create 
better interior design presentations.

Fonden FAKKEL København Denmark firefund.net Social Fund raising Group of activists working collaborating online to organize international solidarity. 

OBEL UND PARTNER 
GbR Donauwörth Germany obel-architekten.de Architettura

Studio di architettura in Baviera, nell'ambito dei progetti di progettazione e costruzione. 
Ha ricevuto numerosi premi e riconoscimenti per la qualità creativa e innovativa e la 
funzionalità sostenibile.

SPEKTRUM Berlin Germany spektrumberlin.de
Art, technology, 
live performance

The project aims to bring confrontation, open knowledge and a platforms for idealisation, 
realisation and presentation of technology-based artworks, science-focused events and 
futuristic utopias based on the principle “do-it-together-with-others”. Above all, we are an 
open organization promoting participatory processes to co-define and co-design a social 
and physical playground for curiosity and critical understanding. 

NOME Berlin Germany nomegallery.com Art gallery

NOME works with international emerging and mid-career artists whose practices engage 
diverse disciplines and involve a broad range of media.

NOME enables artists to deepen their research and further their artistic potential by 
collaborating with various cultural institutions and facilitating the production of new 
works for each exhibition.

The curated program of the gallery aims to raise critical awareness of the crucial issues 
facing our age.

Jose Castro Estudio Barcelona Spain castroestudio.com Fashion Design

The project, created by the designer himself and running parallel to his own line of 
clothing, was created as a multidisciplinary space to work on freelance projects for various 
companies and product types.
The studio's output has covered men's, women's and children's collections in recent years, 
both in the form of one-off projects as well as on-going work. One example of the latter is 
Desigual, for whom capsule projects are created biannually. It also works with leather 
goods, bags and accessories and conducts trend studies for the Spanish Tanners 
Association. 



Medio Design Studio Barcelona Spain mediodesign.com Design

Mediodesign is a creative consultancy that combines design, craftmanship, research and 
technology. 
We design and create customised design solutions, collaborating closely with private 
clients, architects, designers, contractors, cabinetmakers, makers and artists. With focus 
on quality of product and materials, we ensure a high level tailored service for our clients. 
We personally control the entire design process, from the first ideas and prototypes, to 
the final product.

ATC. The Creative 
Consultancy London

United 
Kingdom justatc.com Communication

ATC is a Branding and Media Consultancy based in West London. We excel in building 
brand strategies and providing solutions that your customers will buy into.
Web & Ecommerce;
Mobile & App Design;
Online Marketing.

Hallotex Barcelona Spain hallotex.com Fashion Design

We create yarns, fabrics and garments.
Through a story of constant innovation, the anticipation of the needs of our clients keeps 
being our priority.
As participants of the textile industry, we are responsible for the agricultural and the 
environmental impact that it causes.
Today, our mission is defined by passion and commitment to design quality garments 
with the highest sustainable standards.
Our goal is to keep building future while promoting a change in order to improve the 
textile world.

Coton Doux Paris France cotondoux.com Fashion and Textile

Coton Doux's success is almost entirely based on the quality of the fabric, on the fabric’s 
originality, its subtle creations and the perfect presentation of the products each 
separately arranged in matching bags.

Astep ApS Copenhagen Denmark astep.design/ Design

Astep is a design company that brings to the domestic landscape, the experience, 
knowledge and the future-oriented outlook and bridges it with the latest developments 
in digital technologies.
Astep creates new products for the home – objects that give digital technologies a more 
meaningful standing in our domestic lives. Honoring evolution in design, it also re-edit 
iconic objects: timeless works by Gino Sarfatti and Vittoriano Viganò that were born from 
the same optimistic forward-thinking attitude that continues to inspire us today.


